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THE VILLANOVA SCHOOL OF LAW

Third Year Student Job Searches Remain Unchanged
by Matthew J. Meyer

Despite the presence of well-dressed
Villanova law students scurrying to and
from their on-campus interviews this fall,
the legal employment situation remains
bleak. In contrast to the 1980s, when law
firms were rapidly expanding and law
students had less difficulty securing legal
employment, many firms have reduced
their workforce and are carefully scrutin
izing every new position that opens for an
attorney. The result is that more and more
law students are receiving their degrees
without receiving jobs.
The employment malaise that has
affected the legal profession nationwide
has not left Villanova Law unscathed.
According to Elaine Fitzpatrick, Director
of Career Services at Villanova Law, "the
hiring problem is endemic to the legal
community."

Startling Statistics

According to Fitzpatrick, approximately
55 percent of third year students have
received full-time offers for legal employ
ment by the time they ^aduate Villanova
Law School. While this statistic might
alarm some third year students, Fitzpatrick
emphasizes that this rate of employment
is ahead of the rates at Temple and Rutgers
University/Camden.
While only 55 percent of the Villanova
jlijird YfiaLcte, M
^atistics indicate triiat those unempioye
will find work within ten months of
graduation. According to data compiled by
Career Services, 219 of the 233 members
of the law school class of 1992 have
reported employment to date. This repres

year students. Fitzpatrick said that Career
Services is planning to increase the role
of the 1994 spring on-campus pro^am.
Second, third year students can increase
their chances of getting hired by targeting
employers who will take a greater interest
in them over other candidates. The most
common strategy to achieve this goal is
to target Villanova Law alumni or even
alumni that graduated from the same
undergraduate institution.
First and second year law students, on
the other hand, should keep in mind that
the quest to find a full-time job after
graduation is often over by fall semester
of third year. For example, of the 25 to
30 percent of the second year class that
regularly obtains employment in summer
associate programs, roughly 95 percent
receive offers for permanent employment
Hiring Outlook: Status Quo
Philadelphia law firms appear to be at the end of their summer experience or
holding the line on the size of their summer early in the fall of their third year,
and new associate programs for the coming according to Fitzpatrick.
year, according to Fitzpatrick. In some
cases, employers are planning for a slightly
smaller program. No firms with which
Fitzpatrick spoke talked of increasing the
number of hires.
Given the unenthusiastic hiring picture,
third year law students without an offer
of employment can do a number of things
by T. John Forkin
to help them get jobs, according to
She returned to law school when she was
gQ,jnarripfl mnthpr of two young children,
Mstfsludentk
M UlflM ano^daing a masters degree in hearing
Villanova Law spring on-campus interview science. To fulfill a dream, she placed her
program. Started in 1990, the program family and Ph.D. work on hold to become
attracts between 20 and 30 small firms that a lawyer.
come to the law school to interview. This
Her name is Sandra Shultz Newman and
program is open to both second and third she has not only become a lawyer, but
"The" Lawyer in her field. Family Law.
As a senior partner at Astor, Weiss and
Newman, she is widely recognized as the
best Family Law Attorney in Pennsylvania
a three-part series, they'll share their and one of the top in the United States.
With a practice that could easily be located
stories of law study abroad.
[Theresa Pileggi is a '3L who has in Hollywood or Beverly Hills, Sandra
developed an interest in public interest Newman works out of her offices in Bala
law. She chose the Trinity University/ Cynwyd and Philadelphia.
In 1990 Philadelphia Magazine featured
Dublin program operated by the University
Sandra Newman as one of "the whales"
of San Francisco.]
Why, you may wonder, (as this Irish- in the sea of attorneys in Philadelphia.
American did) would a second-generation Actually, the categories were "Whales,'^^
Italian-American want to go to Ireland of "Big Fish," "Rainmakers," "Best Defense,"
all places? After all, it rains constantly in ,"Players," and "Tops." No ambulance
Ireland and everyone knows Italians love chasers in this lot, and it may be important
the sun. Yes, noted Theresa, it rained a to note Sandra Newman was the only
lot. Dublin had record rain falls this woman in the whale category.
So, what does one do after spawning
summer; it rained every day of the 6 weeks
there; for the first four days straight, it such success and building a fantastic
poured. In fact, on the ninth day (she can portfolio from scratch? The run for the
(Continued on page 6) Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania?
Yes — that is correct, run for the Com
monwealth Court!
What may seem like a financial step
backward, and an enormous loss to her
firm not to mention the area of family law,
Sandra Shultz Newman, Esq. is running
as the Republican candidate for the
Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania.
"There is more to life than financial
success," notes Newman, "there is a desire
in everyone that thirsts for justice, fair

ents 94 percent of the class. Only three
percent of the 219 employed graduates
found employment in non-legal areas.
The past five classes that graduated
from Villanova Law have reported similar
success in obtaining legal employment
after ten months. The graduates of the
classes of 1987, 1988,1989,1990 and 1991
have reported rates of employment of 97,
99, 97,93 and 92 percent, respectively.
Of particular interest is the fact that of
the 63 percent of the class of 1992 that
reported employment in private practice,
23 percent are employed with firms of over
100 attorneys. This compares favorably to
the National Association of law Placement
national average of 13.6 percent law
graduates employed in private, big-firm
practice.

Sandra Newman Runs For
Commonwealth Court

VLS Students Spend Summer Abroad
by Catherine Murphy

How did you spend your summer?
Working 60 hours a week in a boring,
uptight, downtown law firm? Frantically
writing a memorandum that a judge
handed to you an hour ago and due in
fifteen minutes? Worrying if the dry
cleaner has your suit ready? Looking
forward to a brief weekend respite at the
Shore where it'll probably only rain again?
Three VLS scholars decided on some
thing a little different. Sally Brenner,
Theresa Pileggi, and Mike Small are a few
of the students who elected to spend the
summer of '93 studying abroad. Each had
a unique experience but all gained new
insights into the law. (That's in addition
to the fantastic opportunity to travel!) In

Mark Mayridies prepares for an
interview.

play and the ability to implement both."
Sandra Newman runs to quench this
She is
wtK the ques
tion, "What makes you qualified for the
Commonwealth Court after practicing
only family law?"
The answer is two-fold. First family law
is one of the most comprehensive fields.
It covers everything from child custody,
divorce, personal tort, workers comp.,
estate planning, decedents tax and some
criminal defense. The list is exhaustive.
Second, Sandra Newman's background
is not only family law, her experience runs
the gauntlet of not only the law but life
in this Commonwealth.
Coming from a middle class family in
Wynnefield, Pennsylvania, Sandra New
man graduated in the top of her class at
Drexel in 1959. After receiving her Masters
in Hearing Science at Temple, she worked
in the Hearing Science Department at
Temple University Hospital and pursued
her Ph.D. in that area. All this while falling
in love with a Med. Student/Resident and
starting a family of her own.
One day, after assessing her experiences
at the hospital and her desire for justice
and fair play taught by her parents, Sandra
Newman decided to pursue a childhood
dream, now a self-made promise, to be an
attorney. With encouragement of her
husband Juhus and her sons Jonathan (5)
and David (3) she applied to Villanova Law,
and Penn as a safety school. She was
accepted and began her legal journey in
the fall of 1970.
Sandra Newman took to the law like a
fish to water, or in this case a whale. She
excelled in her classes and loved the
(Continued on page 6)
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Student Bar Association Minutes

SBA MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 22, 1993
Members Present:
Chris Pepe
Sean Fahey
Steve Odabashian
Trish Sonneborn
Candice Polsky
Kim Toomey

Steve Brancato
Melissa Francis
Lauren Lonergan
Chris Boccaccio
Carl Baker
Nycole Watson
Geri Kernison

team will help.
* Pictures will be taken next week for the
First Ever Villanova Law School Photo
Directory. IL will sit for their pictures
any time on Monday, Sept. 27. 2L will
sit for their pictures any time on Tuesday,
Sept. 28. 3L will sit for theirs on Wed
nesday, Sept. 29. Anyone that missed
those days may sit for their picture next
Thursday. See your mailbox for more
information.

*Red Mass will be held in the Villanova
Chapel on main campus on Friday,
* There will be a meeting with the heads
October 22. The reception will be held
of student organizations to determine the
in
a room in Dougherty. The Family Day
level of their support for the Community
Brunch will be held on Saturday morning
Service Project.
in the Law School.
*The SBA will give $100 to support the
AIDS WALK.
* There will be a Budget Meeting on
* The Student/Facuity Committee met and
Thursday, Sept. 30, in the new Student
will ask the library to implement concrete
Conference Room. The sign-up sheet for
hours during vacations and summer
times (beginning at 6 p.m.) will Ite on the
break.
SBA desk. We ask that the treasurer from
*A sign up sheet with time slots for the
each organization sign up for a time.
Blood Drive will be in the cafeteria on * There will be a student-faculty softball
Monday, October 25. Forty-five pints is
game.
the quota. The Blood Drive will be held *The SBA reaffirmed its position that it
in St. Mary's gym on Wednesday, October
will not be responsible for lost or stolen
27, from 11:30 to 4^:30 p.m. The Rugby
books left for the Used Book Sale.

SBA MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 30,1993

Members Present:
Chris Pepe
Sean Fahey
Steve Odabashian
Trish Sonneborn
Mike Green
Candice Polsky
Kim Toomey
Kim Gunter
Carlos Guzman

Steve Brancato
Melissa Francis
Lauren Lonergan
Carl Baker
Nycole Watson
Geri Kernison
Phil Degnan
Laura Kissinger

* Congratulations to the first year class
representatives: Kim Gunter and Carlos
Guzman from section B, and Phil Degnan
and Laura Kissinger from section A. Also,
Congrats to Trish Curran, the third year
class representative.
* The Student Organization Budget Meet
ing was held on Thursday, Sept. 30. The
distribution amounts will be posted on
the SBA bulletin board.

*The SBA will hold a meeting with all
student organization representatives to
discuss the Community Service Proposal
on Tuesday, October 5, in the Student
Conference Room at 3:30 p.m.
The Final Day for everyone to get their
picture taken for the First Ever Villanova
Law School Photo Directory will be
Wednesday, October 6, in room 33.
* Red Mass is Friday, October 22. The SBA
is looking into a cable hook-up for Corr
Chapel for any over flow.
The Family Day Brunch will be held on
Saturday, October 23, at 11 a.m. Could
all first years planning to attend please
RSVP to Mrs. Fricker in Room 106, which
is right across from the main stairs to
the second floor.
* The Student-Faculty Softball Game is on
for Friday, October 15!
* The Special Olympics will be held on Oct.
30 and 31 on the undergraduate campus.
They will begin at 8 a.m. and go until
4 p.m. Contact Alexa Abowitz for more
information.

Family Law Society holds
Someone You Should Know.. lunch on Forensic Psychiatry
Chris Pepe — SBA President
by Andrew E. Fischer

3L Chris Pepe, one of VLS's most involved students.
by Nathan Murawsky
to be impressed with the activities.

Rockford? Where is Rockford?
Rockford, Illinois is a city of about
140,000 people 80 miles west of the city
of Chicago. Okay, who cares?
Chris Pepe cares because Rockford is
where he calls home. Villanova cares
because Chris Pepe has been one of the
most active students at the law school
throughout his tenure as a member of the
Student Bar Association.
Villanova University has been Pepe's
home for almost seven years. Pepe attended
Villanova for undergraduate work, gra
duating in 1990. He then took a year off,
working at home in Rockford, and in
Washington, D.C. Pepe then decided to
pursue a law career returning to Villanova.
During his first year, Pepe was elected
a student representative, and last year
served as the Student Bar Association vice
president. Now in his third year, Pepe is
the SBA president and a member of the
Sports and Entertainment Law Forum.
Anyone who deals with student groups
knows that Pepe is a main reason why the
SBA has been effective in meeting goals.
However, there are many events in the
future which Pepe and the SBA are
focusing their attention on.
The first is Red Mass and the Family
Day Brunch. Pepe stated that much time
and effort is being put into the weekend,
and he expects families and alumni alike

Furthermore, Pepe mentioned that Barris
ter's Ball will be moved to the suburbs this
year.
When asked about his most memorable
moment in law school, Pepe referred to
orientation he co-organized for the class of
'95. As Pepe recalls, there was "this guy
who just showed up, no acceptance; he just
wanted to go through the program. He
bought his books and everything. At the
last possible moment, admissions accepted
him — on his birthday. It made everyone
feel good."
As for advice to first years, Pepe feels
that first year's need to keep things in
perspective. "IL's should not lose sight of
who they were before law school. Lawyers
tend to forget that people are involved. You
should be a person first, a lawyer second."

On Thursday morning, October 7, the
Villanova Family Law Society (FLS) held
a catered "Brown Bag Lunch" on the legal
role of Forensic Psychiatry. The featured
speaker was Dr. Gary Michael Glass, a
board certified psychiatrist. Twelve stu
dents attended, as did Professors Becker
(the FLS advisor) and G. Abraham. The
catering featured prepared sandwiches,
fresh fruit, pasta salads, and cookies.
Assorted soft drinks were available
throughout the luncheon.
Family Law Society president Judy
Radusky provided a brief introduction of
Dr. Glass. Dr. Glass received his B.A. from
the University of Pennsylvania and his
M.D. from the Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara. He served residencies in
Pediatrics and Psychiatry. He currently
liolds teaching positions at Temple Univer
sity Medical School, St. Joseph's University
Graduate School, and Villanova University
School of Law. At Villanova, Dr. Glass is
one of the co-instructors of the "Law and
Mental Health" course.
Dr. Glass opened his talk with a humor
ous lawyer joke and peppered his presen
tation with numerous jokes and anecdotes
which served to elucidate his points. He
gave a brief history of the various cycles
in involuntary commitment proceedings
and public perceptions of mental health
practitioners, noting the loose pre-1960's
commitment rules, the tightening of these
rules in the sixties and seventies, and the
deinstitutionalization movements of the
1980's. "The ethic in Law is different from
Medicine," Glass noted, saying that
Medicine doesn't have the adversary
element of Law.
Glass believed thafc (with a few excep
tions) all Law today is contacted by the
mental health fields. It's very important
for lawyers to understand the mental
health fields, but he noted that very few
lawyers actually do. Thus, lawyers need
to do more to learn the nature of these fields
that touch so much of Law. Glass also gave
the practical advice to attorneys to compile
a list of dependable mental health care
experts in their area and region of practice.
In choosing among the various psychia
trists, psychologists, and social workers

who may testify as experts. Glass emphas
ized that it is important to select the mental
health expert "with the best training."
To illustrate the many interactions of
Law with the mental health fields, Glass
gave some examples of mental health
issues within Family Law.
Glass said that mental health practition
ers are often used to evaluate the parties
in family law litigation. This may include
evaluations of parents, spouses, children,
or others as appropriate. Mental health
practitioners are frequently asked to
testify as experts in court as to their
findings from these evaluations. Mental
health practitioners can also help clients
cope with stress during trial, but clinicians
who are treating a client should not also
testify as experts in the trial; it may
jeopardize their ability tosuccessfully treat
the client.
s»=*iW*iiwi
Glass warned of several "scams" that
patients perpetuate on mental health
providers to bolster their legal positions.
For example. Glass cited the "child custody
scam." This involves a couple sitting down
with a clinician. One spouse, usually the
wife, gets the other to admit to some sort
of damaging behavior. The patients never
return and several weeks later the wife's
attorney attempts to subpoena the mental
health practitioner's records.
Glass discussed what he described as the
"nuclear bomb" of child custody cases: an
allegation that one parent physically or
sexually abused the child. Glass said that
these allegations are generally false in at
least 30% of cases and may be used to
secure an advantage for one parent over
the other in a custody battle. Glass
indicated that the side making the allega
tion will almost always be able to find a
mental health practitioner that will back
up the allegations of abuse. Also, lawyers
should be wary of the "my lawyer told me
to say it" defense in custody cases. That
is, after a false allegation of child abuse
is uncovered, the spouse that made the
allegation claims that his or her attorney
advised that the false claim be made.
Dr. Glass's presentation was followed by
a brief question and answer session. At the
conclusion of the luncheon. Dr. Glass
received a loud round of applause.
(Continued from page 8)
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Seaville, a town for all students

by T. John Forkin
Yes, with Thanksgiving seemingly
around the corner, a young first year's
thoughts turn to Exams. And as the abyss
of examinations draws closer the rumor
of the hideous C+ median looms larger. The
banter increases in velocity until finally
every student is virtually damning Villanova Law for its unforgivinggrading policy.

The common battle cry "doesn't Villanova
understand they are hurting our job
opportunities?" As an old crotchety third
year, I've seen this ritualistic behavior for
some time now, and I've always been
curious as to what all the fuss is about.
It seemed ironic that The Docket's
Andrew Fischer called me this past
summer and asked me to write a story "in

To the Villanova Law Community
How many times has someone said to
you — "This law school would be much
better if..."or "I do not like what
club did ... " etc....
The most common response is "so why
don't you do something about it?" This
inevitably results in the "What good will
it do?" attitude.
At this point in your life, you have
probably already heard the analogies of the
necessity to vote ("my vote doesn't count")
or the like which tell us that no matter
how small, each individual counts for
something. As futile as it often sounds, in
the back of our minds we know that our
votes, or opinions as the case may be, do
matter.
At Villanova, the prevailing attitude is
not that people's opinions aren't important,
but that change is impossible. Perhaps
Chris Pepe put it best in an interview when
he stated that we are in the "decade of
complacency." People have become accus
tom to the status quo. And as unpleasant
as the status quo gets, people still retort
that their effort will be worthless. In other
words, you can cry all you want, but no
one will listen.
That type of response is not only weak,
but a sign of a lack of conviction. The
simple fact is that people at this school,
whether it be the student leaders, the
faculty, or the administration do listen.
They may not always agree, but they will
listen.
afe twinef0os*tjutlets"^or coni«=»^
ments and criticism. One can go to the
Student Bar Association or the Faculty/
Student committee to request information
or state a view. One can write to the Docket
for community response. Moreover, one
can go directly to the source of the issue.

These channels have proven time after
time that people can make a difference.
Whether it be the improved lighting in the
parking lot, extended library hours, or
office renovations, results can be achieved.
Someone who complains, critiques or
comments about any aspect of this school,
but yet refuses to act, has no one to blame.
We are all entering a profession which
inherently carries the tools for positive
change, and that makes it even more
discouraging to see the indifference which
exists at this school.
No one is asking you to be a rebel, or
to be the "gad fly" of the law school
community, but if you feel strongly enough
about something, express your views. You
won't be burned at the stake, you won't
be lynched, but you might be surprised to
find that others agree with you. Then you
are no longer just that one vote, and
perhaps that is how this community, if not
society, can improve upon itself.
Vilanova Law Docket
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regard to this matter." After playing
phonetag for about a month, I finally wiped
the smirk off my face and agreed to sit
at the keyboard and explore the metamor
phosis that most of us experience, the fall
from excellence into the sea of mediocrity.
So welcome to Seaville, ILs!
What seems even more ironic is that each
weekend on my way back from the shore,
I pass through a town actually called
Seaville. Hey, it seems like a nice enough
place, and actually so is Villanova Law.
Indeed, the trauma of experiencing C's
for the first time is not pleasant. But this
happens to almost 80% of us, so get over
it! Last year I had the opportunity to
interview "the Man," Dean Reushlein. (For
those ILs who don't know, he's the
founding Dean of the law school.) Dean
Reushlein encapsulated Villanova's policy
in on statement, "We don't give out inflated
grades here." Suddenly the old lightbulb
went on and I felt great about the smat
tering of B's and single A that I've received
here in my endless tenure. Dean Reushlein
repeated this premise at the initial "Reush
lein Speaker Series" last spring. In
addressing this issue (grade curve) to a
group of skeptical students "The Dean"
repeated his statement, and not since the
"Grinch" looked into the eyes of "Susie
Who," has there been such a metamorphic
change of attitude. Suddenly every student
there understood; that grades do not
matter, rather it is the learning that truly
counts. Indeed there are no inflated grades
here, and does it really matter? Hey, when

you score above the median, you know you
earned it! I'm really stoked for my friends
when they do well, not to mention when
I do, there's a good excuse to go to Kelly's.
Think about it, when you go to a gym
to lift weights, when you run you wear
a sweatshirt, when you swim you have a
drag suit. Why do we do these things? To
create resistance and to make us stronger.
That is, I submit to you, what the faculty
does here. They are training us for a career
in the law and to affect our society in a
positive way. Just look at some of our
Alumni, Ed Rendell, Mayor of Philadelphia,
Sandra Shultz Newman, the nation's top
family law attorney, Jeffrey Morad, tops
in sports law. Believe me, the list is quite
extensive.

Villanova Law has a tough reputation
when it comes to grading and everyone
knows it. So while you're at Red Mass
eating your fifth jumbo shrimp ask an
Alum about their opinion concerning
grades and you will find that if they count
at all, it is just for your first job. What
really matters is how good a work-out you
get here, and I guarantee you will get one.
But take comfort in knowing that you are
not alone and that the faculty and the
Deans are always there for you. (Believe
me, I speak from experience.) It is this
family-like community atmosphere that
sets Villanova Law apart; and will when
all of us enter our chosen profession, set
us apart as well. So — welcome to Seaville,
enjoy your stay. Carpe Diem.

Twelve things to know about Philly

by the Disgruntled
Young Man
It occurred to me that many of you are
not from the Philadelphia area. So, to ease
your transition I will explain several of the
local customs.
«4) Do a©t roffend tte owner of « local
tavern (which shall remain nameless).
More importantly, when this owner tells
you to put your shirt back on do not answer
"Hey, I didn't know it was off." But don't
worry this is the Main Line — nobody kills
anybody on the Main Line.
You know what I really hate: People who
tell me to calm down when the 'Canes
nearly blew it in Boulder. ANNOUNCE
MENT: To anyone who did not attend a
good football school, you have no idea of
what college football is about.
2) The Jersey Shore is not a beach per
se. You can only use the sand that borders
the Atlantic Ocean for three and a half
months a year (when not closed by local
health officials). Recommended footwear:
anything that a needle will not pierce. It
is also recommended that you bring a
water-testing kit (Hint: If the acid level
exceeds the Ph, it's not good. Oh, don't
worry about that brown stuff — Spaulding
it's not doody.)
You know what I can't explain: Who in
the heck designed the parking lot. Is there
really only one entrance that bisects the
exit (Oh by the way, those treadles really
will shred your tires.) The Do Not Enter
sign just doesn't cut it — it's a matter of
time till I have my first client: "have you
been injured exiting the Garey High
parking lot? Call me on the Injury Hotline."
3) Bruce Springsteen is cool. Well, he
used to be. Anyway get used to hearing
the song: "Santa Claus is Coming to

New Deadline Date
Nov. 3 — 5 p.m.
All pieces for the forum section of the
next Docket must be turned into the
Docket mailbox by Wednesday, November
3, no later than 5 p.m. Each letter must
contain the name, address and phone
number of the author and must be typed.
The Docket reserves the right to refuse any
piece based upon size, and requests that
all letters not exceed five double spaced,
typed pages. Any questions regarding the
policies or any other information regarding
the forum section can be answered by
contacting an editor of the Docket staff.

Town." Hey he's better than the Hooters
(another Philly favorite we're all sick of).
You know who irritates me: the printer
who keeps making typos in my articles.
First, my name is Inigo Montoya. Second,

I'm a very ghood speelr, reely. Third, it's

4) If you're driving through South Philly,
those are not backfires, so duck (It's South
Philly, they kill people in South Philly).
If you're driving through North or West
Philly, those kids are not hanging on the
street corner waiting to help lost tourists
find their way back to Billy Penn. If you're
driving through East Philly, you're lost
because I'm not really sure where it is if
it exists.
You know what I abhor: have I menti
oned the University at Houston at State
College, PA (the poor Terrapins) lately?
5) Hoagies were invented in this city.
Subway does not make real hoagies. How
can you tell it's not a real hoagie? — when
they put mayonnaiseor mustard on it (then
its probably made by someone from a city
trying to imitate Philly, like Boston).
People will try to poison your mind by
saying that mayonnaise belongs on a
hoagie — Wrong. It's like putting Marshmallows on a Burger, MMMM. burger. We
also invented Cheesesteaks, soft pretzels
and heartburn.
You know what really makes me angry:
Political Correctness. Folks, it's called the
First Amendment. Basically, I can say
anything I want (the fiasco notwithstand
ing). You'll hear more about this in another
article.
6) People from the Main Line are not
arrogant. The Schuylkill is not backed up
at 5:30 and never in both directions.
Delaware is an exciting place to visit. City
Hall doesn't smell like urine. Temple is
located in a safe part of town. Norman
Braman is generous. The Moses Malone
trade was good for both teams. There's
things to do in Vineland, New Jersey. The
job market doesn't suck. The Philly cops
are professional all the time. Philly radio
is great. Todd Hunter is a minor. See a
trend, they're all myths.
You know who should be shot (parody
not meant to occur): people who hoard the
remote in the lounge; people who have keys
to the elevator (and are not hurt); people
who confuse me with Turchi; security
guards who ask for my ID after three years
of seeing my ugly mug; and Mel, the cranky
ex-janitor.
7) The weather here is not nice. It
usually stays cold for eight months a year,
rains a lot and is too hot in the summer.
The snow is never timed so you miss
school. The tornados only touch down in

Springfield and we don't get earthquakes
here. Geez I miss the Weatherlady on
Channel 3. Does anybody miss gerbilman?
You know what's really funny: not this
article.
8) Darren Daulton is married (and is
coni^ntrating j)n winning the World
Series), 5hawn Bradley's about to get
married (and is too busy eating), Randall
Cunningham is married (and rehabbing his
fibula), and Eric Lindros is too young to
get married (and he couldn't drink at the
wedding, unless it's in Quebec and then
the whole deal's off). There I've clarified
the dating situation for women in
Philadelphia.
You know what's not funny: Professors
who call on Third Years at random (you
have to attend class to know this); profes
sors who insult students to gratify their
own egos; professors who grill one student
for 45 minutes and then let another student
skate for the last five; professors who start
their lectures at twenty-five til and finish
at thirty-five after (I only paid for fifty
minutes — not an hour); and professors
who haven't bought new clothes since the
seventies (although the seventies are
making a comeback).
9) If a woman drives a Camaro, has big
hair and still lovesJon Bon Jovi (remember
when they were cool — No) she's from
South Jersey. If a woman is named Ramona
and has dreadlocks, she's from Osage
Avenue and you better run away because
there's a helicopter hovering over you and
a cop is leaning out with a bag in his hand.
If a woman is named Muffy, has license
plates on the Saab that say "DadsPet" and
graduated from Villanova, she's from the
Main Line. If a woman is really attractive,
has a great personality and can get you
a time at Merion, she's not from around
here.
You know what I don't understand: The
SBA's photo directory (not that I'm in it);
if memory serves me right I had to submit
a picture when I came here and every
professor has my picture for those darn
charts.
10) There is no college football in the area.
Well, unless you count the Bryn Mawr
fighting Deacons. Come on Temple, get
real.
You know what I dislike: Being in debt
to the Rotisserie League; the school not
paying to send me down to Miami (and
sending some jerk to Virginia); the com
puters not reading my disks (Data Error
34 — sound familiar); when Mike doesn't
fry up my steaks; and the stupid alarms
in the classrooms (I know they call it Garey
High, but. . . )
(Continued on page 5)
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Prominent Law Firms $tart
Public Interest Program

Seven of Philadelphia's most prominent
law firms have just signed on to an
innovative new Philadelphia Bar Associ
ation program which will send new
attorneys to work full time at the city's
public interest organizations for one-year
tours of duty. The program, known as the
Philadelphia Public Interest Fellowship, is
the first truly self-funding public interest
legal internship program in the nation.
The Fellowship is financed through a
unique arrangement by which the incom
ing associates can, in effect, "split" their
first year law firm salaries — currently
about $60,000 — to support two years of
work. Under the program, graduating law
students accepting offers at participating
Philadelphia law firms will be given the
opportunity to defer entry into their firms
for a one-year period, during which they
can work full timefor a local public interest
law project. During the first year, the firm
will advance approximately one-half of the
associates' first year salaries to cover their
work at the public interest organization.
When the associates return to their firms
the following year, they would receive the
other half of their first year salaries.
Starting with their second year at the
firms, the associates' pay would return to
normal. Thus, instead of simply receiving
$60,000 for one year of work at the firm,
associates participating in the Fellowship
would receive $30,000 for their year at the
public interest placement and $30,000 for
their first year at the firm.
The response of Philadelphia's private
law firms to the Fellowship program has
been impressive. To date, seven of the
city's top law firms have signed on,
including four out of the five largest. The
firms currently participating in the pro
gram are Morgan Lewis & Bockius,
Dechert Price & Rhoads, Ballard Spahr
Andrews & Ingersoll, Schnader Harrison
Segal & Lewis, Drinker Biddle & Reath,
Montgomery McCracken Walker &
Rhoads, and Hangley Connolly Epstein
Chicco Foxman & Ewing. Additional firms

are expected to announce their participa
tion shortly.
Developed by two Philadelphia lawyers
— Pennsylvania ACLU Executive Director
Deborah Leavy and Drinker Biddle &
Reath associate Franklin E. Fink — the
Philadelphia Fellowship Program is fast
becoming a model for bar associations
across the country. "Even before the first
firm signed up, we started getting inquiries
from other cities wanting to set up similar
programs," Fink says. "There is a tre
mendous amount of interest out there in
what we are doing."
Leavy notes, "For both the new lawyers
and the firms, the Fellowship is a win-win
proposition. New lawyers get to work for
a meaningful period of time in public
interest law, but they also have a big-firm
salary waiting for them. And for the law
firms, it's yet another way they can
perform pro bono services. It's the ultimate
in doing good while doing well."
Philadelphia Bar Association Public
Interest Section Chair Carl "Tobey"
Oxholm, a key supporter of the Fellowship,
is "delighted" with the response the
program has received from Philadelphia's
private law firms. "They're really the

Black American Law Student Association
Catholic Law Students
Court Jesters
Criminal Law Society
Environmental Law Society
Family Law Society
Health Law Society
Intellectual Property Society
International Law Society
Jewish Law Students
Latin American Law Students Association
National Italian American Bar Association
Phi Delta Phi
Rugby Club/Athletics
Sports and Entertainment Law Society
Tax Law Society
Women's Law Caucus

(Continued from page 3)

) Places to go: Valley Forge Park;
Manayunk during the CoreStates bike
race; Geno's steaks; the Liberty Bell; the
Mann Music Center to catch a contact
buzz; the Zoo; South Street (once); the Art
Museum (with your sweety); Dickens Inn;
to see Billy Penn's woody (after all "it's
the City of Brotherly Love); Reading's
outlets; Businessperson's Special at the
Vet; Franklin Institute; Trump Taj Mahal
(with borrowed money
See Wendy
Barron); Pine Valley Golf Course (you'll
need a partner — I'm free); and Miami

following student organizations receive the
following funds for the Fall Semester:
$250
$50
$325
$275
$300
$265
$125
$275
$440
$325
$550

.

$200

$325
$525
$425
$275
$500
TOTAL

Court Jester's
performance
dates

The purpose of this memo is to inform
the community of the performance dates
for theJesters' Fall and Spring productions.
As we have already reserved theater space,
we are unable to change these dates and
would appreciate your help in not schedul
ing events in conflict with our shows.
The Fall dramatic production of "Death
Trap," will be at 8 p.m. on November 12
and 13 (Friday and Saturday). The Spring
musical production of "H.M.S. Pinafore,"
will be at 8 p.m. on March 24, 25, 26
(Thursday, Friday and Saturday).
We invite you all to attend both shows
and thank you for your consideration in
this matter.

Thank You,
The Villanova Court Jesters
Board of Directors 1993-94
Laura Wertzberger

Public interest organizations are now
conducting interviews for Fellowships
beginning in the fall of 1994. Any associate
accepting an offer with a participating law
firm is eligible to apply.
For more information about the Public
Interest Fellowship, please call Fellowship
coordinator, Laura Waters (215) 238-6300
at the Philadelphia Bar Association.

Twelve things to know about Philly

Budget Meeting Results
As a result of the Budget Meeting held
on September 30, it is proposed that the

heroes in all this. They've been incredibly
supportive. It's their backing for this and
other public service projects which makes
Philadelphia the national center for public
interest and pro bono law."
The Fellowship's backers have little
doubt that the program will meet with an
enthusiastic reception from law students.
"Every public interest shop in town
receives literally dozens of resumes from
some absolutely stellar students who want
to come work for us at a fraction of what
they could make at a firm," notes Frank
Cervone, Executive Director at theSupport
Center for Child Advocates. "We just have
to tell them that we don't have the money,
period. Hopefully when this program gets
going, we will be able to tap into some of
this lost talent."

$5430

Special Olympics
information
by Allison Egan

This year Villanova University will host
the 5th Annual Pennsylvania Special
Olympics Fall Festival October 29-31,1993.
Over 800 Pennsylvania Special Olympics
Athletes who train year round will compete
in five sporting events: soccer, volleyball,
long-distance running, rollerskating, and
powerlifting. What makes the Fall Festival
so great is the large involvement of
students, faculty, and the community.
When you volunteer for Special Olympics,
you become part of the memories that last
a lifetime for the athletes. If you're
interested in being a part of this rewarding
weekend, contact Liz Weaver at the Special
Olympics office (519-7244), or attend one
of the two athlete escort meetings: Tues
day, October 26 at 7:30 p.m. (Connelly
Center Cinema) or Wednesday, October 27
at 7:45 p.m. (Day Hop in Dougherty Hall).

"Join the World of Winners!!"

(unless you're a tourist).
You know what I like: The Phils in the
playoffs; Indian Summer; Mayor Eddie (not
to be confused with Uncle Eddie); law firms
that are hiring Third Years; corporations
that are hiring Third Years; and DAs that
are hiring Third Years (I am not choosy
anymore).
12) Places not togo: Wildwood the day after
Senior Week; Camden; Spectrum II(it's not
built yet); Abington (nothing good's ever
happened to me in Abington); the new Taco
Bell (you'd think they'd never seen tacos
before); Somalia; Delaware; Fairmount
Park; class; Notre Dame and here.
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Intramural
Basketball
Begins
Despite encountering some difficulties
reserving gym time, the Fall Classic
Basketball Tournament is finally under
way! The Fall Classic will be run in a
double elimination format with games to
be played on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons in Saint Mary's gym. Although
the Fall Classic is regarded by many as
a tune-up for the spring league, turnout
was exceptional this year as 11 very
capable teams will battle for the fall
semester's bragging rights.
Last spring's champions, "Five Guys
...," are back as "We Need Moses," hoping
to defend their title. However, season
ending injuries and the departure of
perennial superstar Mike "Moses" Milone
may stymie any hopes of a title defense
for "We Need Moses." Surprisingly, the
first years have put together a squad,
"Right Hand Callouses," which appears to
be the pre-season favorite. Of course it
remains to be seen if "Right Hand Cal
louses" can go all the way with the finals
tentatively scheduled for the morning after
the graded memo is due! "Hematoma,"
formerly the "Colleagues" is a renegade
third year squad that may literally "dance"
their way to the top. Also watch for La
Mezcla ("the Mix"), Supreme Court,
Munley's Maulers and "Every Woman's
Dream" to be serious contenders.
Weekly schedules along with the infam
ous "write-ups" will be posted on the
Basketball Bulletin Board (located between
Room 30 and the Student Lounge) to keep
the law school community updated on the
Fall Classic. In addition to the Fall Classic,
the spring league is tentatively scheduled
to start on Fridays beginning at the end
of January. In addition, a co-ed three-onthree tournament is in the works for next
semester — details to follow.: ' GOOD LUCK TO ALL PARTICI
PANTS!!!

What is the Faculty-Student
Committee
by DJ. Meincke

Announcements are made about it.
People go to its meetings. Its rumored that
it has some pull on campus. But what is
the Faculty-Student Committee?
The Faculty-Student Committee is a
standing committee whose purpose is to
be a sounding board for ideas and a
facilitator of change. It was started in 1968
by Dean Frankino as a group representing
a cross section of the school. The Commit
tee is comprised of representatives of every
student group and a faculty member to
provide this cross-section.
To facilitate change, people on the
committee bring up ideas and thoughts
about improvements. These are bounced
around, some fact finding is done, and a
recommendation is sent to the appropriate
administrator.
A past idea was that students should not
have back-to-back exams. Now we have our
exams spaced out. Another idea was that
all student groups should have some office
facilities and the student group office space
needs togrow toaccommodate a very active
school. The changes in the space occurred
this summer.
The fact finding function of the group
seems to be far reaching. Last year Dean
Michael Small
Judy Radusky
Cathy Murphy
Maria E. Araugurea
Michelle Tedesco
Jim Mackey
Nathan Marawsky
Geri Kernisan
Chris Pepe
Alexa Abowitz
Vincent McDevitt
Alysa Wakin
Trudi Kirk
Alison Bennett
Prof. Dobbyn
Will Green
Lori Brojack
DJ Meincke

Brogan spoke to the Committee on the
philosophy of not inflating our grades. She
also spoke of problems of getting adequate
lighting in the parking lot.
When this type of fact finding occurs,
it serves an additional purpose of getting
accurate information out to the student
body. Yes, the rumor mill is probably faster
and at times just as good, but to have this
access benefits the school as a whole.
But how can the Committee act on the
ideas you have? The best way is to talk
to someone on the Committee. I am the
chairman of the committee and you can
talk to me around school or send me a note
(DJ Meincke, #414 or mail address
dmeincke). Or you can talk to Prof.
Dobbyn, the Faculty part of the Committee.
Or you can speak with a student group
representative. Some of the ideas going
around now are improved access to room
103, holiday library access, and student
group management training. If you have
any comments on those topics or new ideas,
just let someone in the ^oup know.
Everyone has something to change here
at Villanova Law. This is one way to have
say in how your school operates.
Here's a list of the people who attended
the last meeting:
International Law Society
Family Law Society
Federalist Society
LALSA
Corporate Law Society
Sports Law Society
Docket
SBA
SBA
Court Jesters
Environmental Law Society
Women's Law Caucus
Moot Court Board
Law Review
Faculty
EIJ/Rugby
Health Law Society
Intellectual Property Society
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Sandra Newman Runs For
Commonwealth Court
(Continued from page 1)
supportive nurturing atmosphere Villanova Law provided. With two young children
and an ill mother, Sandra Newman had
little time for extra-curriculars. Nonethe
less she was and still is one of the most
active members in the Villanova Law
School Community (former adjunct faculty
member and current Board of Consulter).
Following graduation in 1972 Sandra
Newman, Esq. worked as a criminal
prosecutor in the Montgomery County
DA's office, later moving to the Public
Defender's office. In both positions she
excelled and was considered one of the top
litigators in the county.
As most public defenders do, Sandra
Newman moved on to private practice in
1974. She hung out her own shingle in
Montgomery County and practiced crim
inal defense, civil and matrimonial. Her
stellar reputation from the DA's and PD's
offices preceded her, in building the
foundation in her practice's meteoric rise.
Then in 1979 Sandra Newman, consi
dered one of the rising young stars in the
area of family law, was working on a case
with Paul Astor. After another victory,
Astor asked Newman if she would consider
a merger of the two top firms. Well, you

know the rest of the story.
Sandra Shultz Newman is not just the
best Family Attorney, but simply a great
attorney with outstanding experience and
a rock solid sense of justice and fair play.
She is ready and more than able to serve
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. So,
don't think of it as a financial step down,
but rather another phase in the evolution
of a legal mind.
After all, her children are finished law
school, her daughter-in-law practices in her
firm and her grandchildren aspire to follow
a family tradition.
So far Sandra Newman has been
endorsed by the Pennsylvania Republican
Party, and the Pennsylvania State Educa
tion Association. She ran unopposed in the
primaries, May 18, with the elections
November 2.
Although what may be a loss for Astor,
Weiss and Newman, could be a tremendous
gain for the Commonealth of Pennsylvania.
But no matter what happens in November,
Sandra Shultz Newman will always be one
of us.
Note: If anyone is interested in getting
involved in the campaign, you may contact
campaign manager Patricia Sailor at (717)
231-3858.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE WINNERS
OF THE FALL 1993
ELECTIONS!
IL SBA Representatives:

Section A: Laura Kissinger and
Philip Degnan
Section B: Carlos Guzman and
Kim Gunter

IL Honor Board Representatives:
Emily Abbott
Dave Bosses
Bryant Lim
David Daigle
Mark Powers
Jason Richardson
2L Honor Board Representative:
Neal Rajmaira
3L SBA Representative:
Tricia Curran

VLS Students Spend Summer Abroad
(Continued from page 1)
actually remember???), it drizzled. People
were so ecstatic that they were dancing
in the streets. And, by the fifth day, all
the American students had turned in their
white sneakers for heavy, black shoes with
buckles and a raincoat. "We adapted."
Theresa had "awesome" instructors.
Her favorite class. Comparative Civil
Liberties, was co-taught by both Irish and
American law professors. Professor Newmann is a law professor from the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley and co-author
of the textbook used here at VLS in the
International Human Rights Seminar.
Professor Duncan teaches Family Law at
Trinity. In addition. Professor Duncan is
Distinguished VLS Alumni Sandra Newman runs for the Commonwealth Court active in the family law issues currently
of PA.
under debate in the Irish Parliament. In
the past year or so, Ireland has had some
very public and very controversial cases
involving divorce, abortion, and the Irish
sodomy laws.
The material covered in Comparative
Civil Liberties was also "awesome." "For
the first time since I started law school,
I actually want to be a lawyer." What was
so different? Ireland's whole approach to
the law. The country has only been
independent for 70 years; it's Constitution
wasn't created until 1937. Because of that,
the attitude of those in the legal system
is that they have little invested in the
system. New techniques can be tried since
"they have more respect for the culture
than the law." Consequently, the legal
system has been developed within a
sociological perspective. Law became a tool
to help solve sociological problems, not a
barrier which had to be manipulated or
The top adviser when it comes to going
worked around.
abroad is the U.S. Departnnent of State.
What was there to do after class? (i.e..
For a free brochure, write to Americans
Who wants to be a tourist for six weeks
Abroad, Pueblo, Colorado, 81009. We'l
in a country where it rains everyday?)
Outside the classroom, the weather limited
show you how to make a safe stay abroad
what could be done, but that never stopped
your foreign policy Know Before You Go
Theresa. Most days, part or all of her spare
time was spent in the pubs talking politics
with the locals. Even if someone was
unemployed or hadnt gone too far in school,
they were well informed on the news of
the day. And, of course, it wouldn't be an

US. DEPARTMENT OFSTATE

Irish pub without plenty of Guiness on tap,
blarney on the tongue, and a little music
in the background. Music: there was plenty
of that, too. A two-day concert called
Fleadh Mor brought together such greats
as Bob Dylan, Van Morrison, The Pogues,
The Hot House Flowers, Joan Baez, Jerry
Lee Lewis and others. And what better
backdrop for Neil Young than Slane Castle?
— "The P.D.A. there was outrageous!"
A stay on the "Island of Saints &
Scholars," wouldn't be complete without
activities touching on Ireland's great
literary history. But no mere Abbey
Theatre for Theresa! Instead, Dublin was
the stage. Theresa was able to participate
in the unique occurrence of "Bloom's Day."
For an entire day in mid-June, Dublin
reverted to 1906. It recreated a "Day in
the Life of Leopold Bloom" as gentlemen
garbed themselves with top hats, pocket
watches, canes, and cravats and women
donned long gowns with a bustle and hats
wider than your shoulders. Everyone
trailed "Leopold" around Dublin as he read
from Ulysses. Later on in the summer, a
Literary Pub Crawl reminded one that
truly inspired writing doesn't have to be
done in the dungeons of the law library.
(Rpt. Note: Does inspired writing really
occur there? Maybe that's my problem ...
Kelly's it is the next time I have to write
a paper!)
Were there any drawbacks? (Besides the
rain?!) The first few days were expensive
until places with cheap food were disco
vered. The program coordinators did little
to help. And trying to find a decent cup
of coffee was a major quest. To add insult
to injury, i.e., besides the lousy coffee, free
refills weren't even provided.
But not to end on a bad note, Theresa
commented that she'd "never had a more
dynamic educational classroom expe
rience." Weekends were spent exploring
the country side. If you're going to consider
the Trinity program, think about talking
with Theresa. At the very least, she can
let you know where to find decent coffee
in Dublin, tell you how to find out where
the best bands are playing, and who serves
the best pub grub.

The Court Jesters would like to present:

Thomas DeVincke as Clifford Anderson
Kerri Colasurdo as Helga Ten Dorp
Douglas Rawnsley as Sidney Bruhl
Fatima Sulaiman as Portia Milgrim
Sue Kalp as Myra Bruhl

Directed by John Deneen
and Carla Maresca
November 5-8 pm
IVovember 6-1 pm and 8 pm
IVovember 12-8 pm
November 13-1 pm and 7 pm
in St. Mary^ Auditorium
Tickets $5 in advance, $6 at the door.
iMii

CLASSIFIEDS
Want to sell your old books?
computer? furniture?
You con now place a classified
advertisement in the
Villanova Law Docket
Just place your ad in the Docket mailbox
before Nov. 3rd and for only 3^ a letter you
can reach the entire Villanova Law community.
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"FTSU"

by Steve Odabashian
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Gut Check Time for the Eagles
(Continued from page 12)
Gone are Cunningham and the #1 deep
threat, Fred Barnett. Victor Bailey, Calvin
Williams, and Hershell Walker are going
to have to be able to get behind defenses
to open up and smother the running and
short passing game. Bubby Brister has
always had trouble with the deep ball. He
will have to complete a few a game to open
everything else up.
The offense has carried the defense so
far. Now, the defense must step up. Eric
Allen is the MVP of this unit, if not the
entire team so far. He made the Eagles'
victory possible against the Redskins with
an interception return for a touchdown. He
won the Jets game with a 94 yard inter
ception return for a touchdown. These are
two of the biggest plays of the year.
Linebackers Byron Evans and Seth
Joyner are both having All-Pro seasons
again. They did not get the credit they
deserved in the past because of the Saints'
awesome foursome at linebacker. This
year they have been the most consistent
part of an inconsistent defense. They are
the best in the business. With the departure
of Reggie White and Mike Golic and the
injury to Tim Harris, they will carry the

defense with their intelligence, consisten
cy, and intensity.
For the Eagles to continue their success
the defense must continue to make big
plays but must attain a level of consistency
as well. Breakdowns, like those against the
Redskins andJets which left tight ends and
wide receivers in the end zone with no
Eagle within ten yards, must cease. The
Eagles must get better in their defensive
pass coverages because, without Tim
Harris, opposing offenses will likely have
more time to throw. Don't expect defensive
coordinator Bud Carson to stand around
and passively watch this. Look for relent
less blitzing to assist the pass rush. This
leaves thesecondary even more vulnerable,
increasing the urgency for better pass
coverage. After week five, the Eagles had
given up more points than all but seven
NFL teams despite the fact some of those
teams had played one more game than the
Eagles. The offense simply can not con
tinue to pick up the defense. Look for
defensive intensity and competence to be
on the rise in future weeks, or the Eagles
could be in trouble.
The Eagles can feasibly go into the
second bye week at 5-1
6-0. This is

® Crossword
Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri
ACROSS
1 Monkeyshlne
6 Wilhholdihe
tip
11 Bother
14 Domino plays
it
15 Bush-league
16 Overpermissive
17 Why did
Fitzgerald sing
"mi." Holmes?
19 Mr. Adams
and
('50s
TV show)
20 Gives the
once-over
21 Villagers
23 Slum problem
25 Nuts
26 Workout spot
23 Jersey
bouncers?
31 Zoo
attractions
34 Feei tousy
35 Stretched out
loosely
37 Alcohol burner
38 Featured
players

40
Friday
68 Pieces of
eights?
41 Imposing
group
69 Inhibit
DOWN
42 Ne^us ultra
43 Go back to
1 Cheta.brone
page one
2 Guitarist
Lofgren
45 Lines
overhead
3 Address
46 Pre-election
4 •T>ie bombs
event
busting
48 Ponzl scheme.
..."
eg.
5 Issues orders
49 "HoldonTighf
6 LitHe, 10 a
lassie
band
50 "1 Still See
7 Dyeing wish
' {Paint
8 Folbwing
Your Wagon
atong
tune)
9 Bird or Barkley
52 Speaker of
10 Dressing type
diamond fome 11 VJbere did ^is
54 Holds in check
fruit come
from. Holmes?
57 Different
60 Gallery display 12 Humorist
Barry
61 Is this in the
style of a
13 Babe's
devilfish,
buddies
Molmes?
18 Arufidal-fabric
64 Spanish sea
component
65 StarinCygnus 22 Mogul master
66 Raise the
24 It's often set
spirits
26 Bar food
67 Persevere at
27 King or queen

28 Howdotfie
sheep get into
the pen.
Holmes?
30 Certain
servk»women
32 Hitting
cylirxjers
33 Autfwrity
36 Make a
decision
39 Gave a hand
41 Came dean
43 Does some
cobbling
44 Biblical brother
47 Ton-entof
abuse
51 Young, Ladd
and King
53 Easily-split
rock
54 Summer place
55 Voiced
56 A foe of Pan's
58 Q.E.D. middle
59 Haveva'ue
62 Stomach
muscles, for
short
63 "
dam
tDotin'r

important because the end of season
schedule is brutal with three away night
games in a row. Credit Rich Kotite who
had the team ready to go when anything
short of a strong start could have been
fatal. This team can finish a 9-7 or even
10-6 wild card team with quality play from
Bubby Brister along with defensive con
sistency and continued big plays. The
poise, character, and confidence of this
team will definitely be tested in the weeks
ahead.

Addendum. Chicago 17, Eagles 6

Against the Jets, we may have seen
Bubby at his best. Against the Bears we
definitely saw him at his worst. With the
exception of ten plays or so Brister was
atrocious. He freely admitted it, accepted
the blame, and refused to blame his
offensive line which allowed him to be
sacked eight times. Bubby simply looked
uncomfortable in pocket — he displayed
the worst case of "happy feet" Eagles' fans
have seen in a while; Brister never seemed
to stay put in the pocket for more than
a second or two. At the slightest hint of
pressure he was off and running, rarely
hanging in to see if a receiver broke open
at the last second. When he did hang in,
he often would have done well to throw
a few balls away rather than take a sack.
He,would also have been well advised to
throw awy the two balls that defensive
lineman Richard Dent and Steve McMichael picked off. I can not remember the
last time two defensive lineman had picks
in the same game.

No real news, Bubby has never been
praised as the optimal decision maker.
Bears coach Dave Wannstedt's game plan
called for what most coaches can be
predicted to do against the Eagles — let
Brister beat them. Challenge him, pressure
him, blitz him. Certainly, Brister did not
respond but it wasn't all his fault.
The offensive line had its first truly bad
game pass protecting. This certainly does
not signal good things for any Eagle singla
caller. The line did run block very well —
expect to see more of that provided the
Eagles aren't down by double digits in the
first quarter again. Herchell Walker had
his biggest day of the year averaging over
five yards a carry behind the line picking
up the slack for the injured Heath
Sherman.
The defense played well. They stymied
the Bears' running game. Pass defense
played well also. The Bears scoring came
when they took advantage of Brister's
early turnovers and capitalized on the
excellent field position. The Eagles'
defense neutralized the Bears following
their initial outburst holding them score
less in the second half. The D gave the
offense plenty of chances to get back in
the game. Unfortunately Bubby wasn't
able to produce a scoring drive until six
seconds remained.
We've seen him at his best and worst.
I believe we still haven't seen the true
Bubby. If we have, the Eagles are in serious
trouble. Remember, Ken O'Brien was a
Pro-Bowler in the early 90's.
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Work on Spring Mill Rd. bridge continues, reportedly ahead of schedule.
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^lJie^(£9^ass
!friday, October ZZnd at seven tfiirty
Cfiurcft cfSaint iTwmas of ^UCanova
One of our oCdest and ricfust of UgaC traditions xiHtC continm xiHifi tfie ceCeSration of tfit *]/i[Cancva
University ScfiooC of Law's annuaC %gd (Mass in tfie Cfiurcfi of Saint HJiomas of ViCCatuwa at 7:30 p.m., on
J^riday, October 22nd. nJfte entire Caiv scfiooC community is invited to attend.
Ufie
Mass is a votive mass (a mass offered for a special intention) to invo^ tfie Divine 'Bfessing
upon tfie ScfiooC and tfie Legal Profession. Jiul^'is, Caxvyers, offkiats and academics of cdCfaitfis are invited to
attend tfu ceCebration and tfiengatfier immeiUateCy foCtauKng tfie Mass in (Dougfurty ^HalCfor a reuption.
nJHis tnuBtionaC name, (Rsd Mass, is derived from tfie coCor cf vestments zoom by tfie ceCebnmts, tfie
scarCet robes of attending justices (wfiicfi were brigfit scarCet in tfie MiddU ^es) and tfie scarCet gotons of tfie
Cazu facxdties. HJfie tradition traces its origins to fRpme, Tons and Londcm. ^iJie Mass offuiaCCy opened tfie
ju^QciaCyear of ^ie Sacred%pman fRpta, the *TribunaC of tfie 9{cdy See. (During tfie reign ofSt. Louis (Lotas IX)
of !franu, LaSainte CfiapeCC ivas designed as tfie site of tfie Mass. ^Ifie cfiapeC tvas onCy usedpuBCidy onu
during tfie year for the
Mass. In 'EngCand, tfie tradition was initiated by 'Edward I in 1310 and was
celebrated in Westminster Cathedral on the ^feast of St. MichaeC the ^changeC (September 29th) at tfu
opening of the Michaelmas term of the royal courts.
In the United States the tradition was inaugurated in 1928 in St. S\ndrew's Church in iS(^w york^
City. Supreme Court Justices, CegisCators and judges uCebrate the (Slptional (R^d Mass at St. Mattfiews
Cathedral in ^Washington, (D.C. to mar^the opening of the October term (rfthe Supreme Court. 'Iht ScfiooC of
Laws first
Mass was celebrated on October 10,19S7.
Ihis year the (Presider wiCC be (R^v. Edmund J. (Dobbin, OS^L, S.^.(D., (President of tfie University.
*Ihe 9{bmiGst xinll be (R^v. (Brian JrawCey, OSJ^,(Pastor, St.(SQchoCas of TbCentine Church, the (Borough of the
(Browo (Hpio O^orl^ (hQy. Members of the Jiugustinian community toiU conceCebrate. 'The (Rgd Mass Choir of
faculty and Caw students uHlC sing and the Villanova University Singers wiH join in the music. Ifie CathoGc
Law Students Association xifill(Grut student participation in the Uturgy.
J^acuCty, students, staff or any members of tfie Community pCanning to attend shouldCeave tfieir names and tfie
number of guests by caldng S19-6000 e^t. 86072 no Cater than (Monday, October 18tfL
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spo rts !
NBA Preview — No More Michael!

By Mark Reed

2. Orlando Magic. Starting lineup: C
Shaquille O'Neil, PG Afernee Hardaway,
It's that time of the year again when
SG Nick Anderson, SF Dennis Scott, PF
teams begin their annual ritual of "Chasing
Anthony Cook. Key Reserves: Fs Terry
Catledge, Tom Tolbert, Gs Scott Skiles,
the Bulls." However, Michael Jordan has
Steve Kerr. Shaquille will have to assume
retired and without Jordan, the Bulls are
the enormous shoes of Michael Jordan as
just another very good team. This is the
second straight year that the NBA and its
the goodwill ambassador of the NBA as he
fans had to say their final goodbyes
has already with the endorsement game.
prematurely to some of the greatest gods
Shaq was dominating last year but in order
of the game. Last year Larry Bird had his
to be unstoppable he has to improve his
THE EAST
wings clipped and Magic Johnson had his
offensive game (from just dunking), his
ATLANTIC DIVISION
act disappear because of their respective
1. New York Knicks. Starting lineup: free-throw shooting and cut down on his
health problems. This year death has C Patrick Ewing, PF Charles Oakley, SF league leading turnovers. If he does not,
stolen some of the NBA's greatest trea Charles Smith, SG John Starks, PG Glen teams will continue to foul him any time
sures: first Drazen Petrovic of the NJ. "Doc" Rivers. Key Reserves: F Anthony he comes close to the basket with or
Nets, then Reggie Lewis of the Boston Mason, Gs Hubert Davis, Greg Anthony, without the game on the line. Winning
Celtics, and then Michael Jordan's father Rolando Blackman. With three of the their second straight lottery has not been
was killed which was one of the major Knick's rivals losing their major stars as rewarding as it should have because of
factors that led to his immortal son's (Chicago Jordan, Boston-Lewis, NJ.-Petro) salary cap problems, the Magic had to
sudden retirement. With Jordan's decision and Orlando and maybe Charlotte both dump quality players (Brian Williams) and
and the abruptness of Petro's and Lewis' being a year or two away, the Knicks have trade Chris Webber. The signing of
deaths, the air has been let out even more been catapulted into the driver's seat in Hardaway (65+ million over 13 years) may
from the NBA's ball. In this "Year of the East. Ewing and Starks will carry the create animousity among the Magic and
Tragedy," it is the NBA's hope that one offensive load for the Knicks again this throughout the league because the second
of these following players: Shaquille season while Oakley, Mason, and Smith highest contract signed in team sports
O'Neal, Charles Barkley, Tim Hardaway, control the boards and add intimidation. went to someone who hasn't played a
Shawn Kempt, Larry Johnson, Patrick Rivers gives N.Y. the leadership they minute in the NBA. However, with Har
Ewing, David Robinson, Sean Elliott, desperately need, but has to step it up on daway, they will have an incredible
Jimmy Jackson, Alonzo Mourning or Chris the offensive side. If Rivers begins to show nucleus (Shaq, Hardaway, Anderson) to
Webber will be able to come close to his age this season, then you may see the build on. Scott has to decide if he wants
achieving what their omni-talented prede emergence of Anthony who needs to stay to really play basketball by getting into
cessors have accomplished both on and off under control and his game should blossom. shape, if he can, they are that much better.
the court. The sadness of these player's It is time for either Anthony or Davis to However, that is a lot of ifs. To me, Webber
families and friends is not felt only by become that third reliable scorer because would have been a better pick because the
them, but by the entire sports industry it looks like Blackman can not be counted enormous potential of Webber and Shaq
which grieves; however, the game must go on to assume that role. A quality third on the same team (they could have been
on; it will not be the same without them. scorer is what the Knicks have been the cornerstones of a championship team
Jordan was not only the best part of the lacking for the last two years and has kept for years to come). The lack of a quality
NBA, he was the NBA. Which team will them out of the finals. It would have power forward keeps the Magic from going
assume the dominate position the Bulls behooved the Knicks to have traded Oakley deep into the playoffs; they could be one
had for the last three years? Will The Shaq for a quality scoring forward or ^ard and done.
take over the game? Will the Mavs be as because that would have allowed Smith to
3. Miami Heat. Starting lineup: C Rony
bad as last year? Can Bradley play thegame move to his natural power forward position. Seikaly, PG Steve Smith, SG Harold Miner,
after a two year hiatus? Will the Warriors Coach Pat Riley will get every drop of blood SF Glenn Rice, PF Grant Long. Key
win a Championship now that they have and sweat from this group; the Knicks will reserves: F/C John Salley, G/F Willie
a big man? Will the West break their again be the top defensive team in the NBA. Burton, Gs Brian Shaw, Bimbo Coles. After
a disa{^inting season last year when the
Heat took a major step backwards and
failed to make the playoffs (after becoming
the first franchise team to make the
playoffs), the Heat is on. Not making the
playoffs is a thing of the past with the Heat
becoming the most improved team in the
East if not the NBA. This is a young team
with many offensive guns (Smith, Rice and
Miner). Smith, who is healthy, is the key
to this team and will be competing with
Kenny Anderson of the Nets to become the
next best point guard in the East. This
is also the year that Miner aka Baby Jordan
comes into his own and competes for an
all-star selection. The Heat should at least
make it to the second round of the playoffs.
4. New Jersey Nets. Starting lineup:
C Benoit Benjamin, PF Derrick Coleman,
SF Chris Morris, PG Kenny Anderson, SG
Kevin Edwards. Key Reserves: Gs Rumeal
Robinson, Rex Walters, F Armon Gilliam,
C/F P.J. Brown. The loss of Petrovic and
C Chris Dudley (free agency) has caused
the Nets to go down a level and has stripped
them of any realistic hope of going to the
second round of the playoffs. The acqui
sition of Benjamin (reuniting him with his
college coach Willis Reed) was a hope that
a change of scenario would motivate him
and improve his game. The Nets frontline,
if Big Ben plays to his potential, could
strike fear in the hearts of opponents. The
loss of Petro will be on the shoulders of
Edwards to carry the burden; however he
will not be able to put up the same numbers
in scoring and three pointers. This is the
season that Anderson establishes himself
as a star because he will be asked to do
more by Coach Chuck Daly. Both Coleman
and Anderson will pick up the offensive
hole left by Petro; look for Coleman to have
a monster season.
5. Washington Bullets. Starting
lineup: C Kevin Duckworth, PF Pervis
Ellison, SF Tom Gugliotta, PG Michael
Adams, SG LaBradford Smith. Key
Reserves: Gs Calbert Cheaney, Doug
Overton, F Larry Steward. The acquisition
of Duckworth allows Ellison to move to
his more natural position of power forward
as well as give Gugliotta more offensive
freedom. If Smith and Adams can't cut it
BEHIND-THE-BACK PASSES!
as starters, Cheaney and Overton will be
more than happy to step in. The Bullets
(HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT TOOl)
could be a surprise team this year if they
put it all together and have no major
injuries. If the Bullets frontline gels
Sports Editor

drought and win a NBA championship? All
of these questions can only be answered
by the conclusion of the upcoming NBA
season. One thing is for certain with the
retirement of Michael Jordan, the power
has shifted to the Western Conference with
the Pacific Division being the strongest
division in professional basketball.

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS
MAN LATELY?

HIS NAME IS GARY FRANK
AND HE JUST RECENTLY HAD A
BIRTHDAY!

MAKE SURE YOU WISH HIM WELL
ON THIS JOYOUS OCCASIONl
ALSO, GARY SHOULD BE APPLAUDED
FOR SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING

TWO. YES TWO.

properly, it will allow the guards to have
more open shots, but its all contingent
upon how well Duck performs. The Bullets
are on the right path and will compete for
a playoff position if Duckworth can be
motivated to play.
6. Philadelphia 76ers. Starting
lineup: C Shawn Bradley, SF Clarence
Weatherspoon, PF Tim Perry, SG Jeff
Hornacek, PG Johnny Dawkins. Key
Reserves: Gs Greg Graham, Dana Barros,
F Sidney Green, Warren Kidd, C Moses
Malone. The 76ers will have to attract
interest by the novelty of the new (Bradley)
and the old (Malone). The fans will have
to be patient with this team that is
gathering a nucleus for thefuture (Bradley,
Spoon, Graham, maybe Kidd), it's just a
question of how long it'll take before they
gel and become competitive. Bypassing
Nick Van Exel and other quality guards
and drafting Alphonso Ford could have
been a mistake the 76ers could not afford
tomake in this all important rebuilding
stage. Unfortunately, Malone and perhaps
Hornacek will not be around to see the
fruits of their labor when this young team
starts to gel. It is my guess that the 76ers
will be a year or two away from competing
for a playoff spot and this year will be an
experimental year to see what young
players stick and become real NBA players.
Thankfully, the Hersey Hawkins deal
brought a plethora of players (Graham,
Barros, Green, and that all important 1st
round draft pick back) to the 76ers and
make it easier for them to be competitive
in the not too distant future. The 76ers
are banking that Bradley is the future; it
was wise that they were bluffing about
taking Afernee Hardaway at number two
if Bradley was selected number 1) because
a few big men (Ewing, Olajuwon, Daughterty, Perkins) will not be around when
Bradley matures into his offense potential.
However, Bradley will realize his defensive
potential immediately and become the lead
leaguer in block shoots; Graham will also
be a pleasant defensive addition to a team
last year that was patheticon the defensive
end. GM Jimmy Lyman needs to be
applauded for the Bradley holdup and
Charlotte Swindle because the 76ers could
not have afforded to take hardaway over
Webber and Hawkins wasn't worth that
much.
7. Boston Celtics. Starting lineup: C
Robert Parrish, PG Sherman Douglas, SG
Kevin Gamble, SF Xavier McDaniel, PF
Alaa Abdelnaby. Key Reserves: G Dee
Brown, Fs Ed Pickney, Rick Fox, C Acie
Earl. Over the recent years, this team has
been devastated by the death of their 1st
round picks; could you have imagined what
kind of team they would have had if both
Lewis and Lenny Bias had lived. I tell you,
a Championship team. Along with the
recent retirements of Larry Bird and Kevin
McKale, you will not see more stiffs on
one team than the Celtics. McDaniel,
Brown, and Abdelnaby will have to step
it up to make this team remotely compet
itive. This will be Parrish's swan song
season and may be replaced with Earl by
midseason as the starter. A sure beat lotery
team and one that will be competing with
the Timberwolves, Clippers, and Bucks for
the dubious honor to be the NBA's worst
team. The Celtics will have to hope that
Yinka Dare, Glenn Robinson, Jason Kidd,
Othella Harrington, and other college
undergrade declare hardship and enter the
NBA draft early and become the Celtics
savior.
CENTRAL DIVISION
1. Cheirlotte Hortnets. Starting lineup:
C Alonzo Mourning, PF Larry Johnson, SF
Johnny Newman, SG Hersey Hawkins, PG
Muggey Bogues. Key Reserves: Gs David
Wingate, Dell Curry, Fs Eddie Johnson,
Scott Burrell, Kenny Gattison. Mourning
was the more complete rookie center than
Shaq and was unjustly denied the NBA
Rookie of the Year last season. He and
Johnson (the 84 million Dollar Mn) will only
get better and continue to dominate the
NBA at their positions; both will be allstars. With the selfish Rendall Gill gone
and Hawkins in his poke, the Hornets
should go one step further in this year's
playoffs. Bogues continues to laugh in the
face of those who say he is too small to
lead a team to a NBA Championship.
Johnson, who was a great pick up via the

(Continued on page 11)
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Sports Extra! NBA Preview
of a NBA game). To make the playoffs,
Gill trade, supplies the offense off the Fleming, Haskins, and Sealy have to be
bench while Wingate, Curry, and Gattison effective when thestarters need a breather;
don't be surprised if opposing teams
supplies the defense and rebounding.
2. Chicago Bulls. Starting lineup: SG continue to run all the time to tire the
Toni Kukoc, PG BJ. Armstrong, SF Scottie Indiana starters out and force
Pippen, PF Horace Grant, C Bill Cartw- substitutions.
6. Atlanta Hawks. Starting lineup: SF
right. Key Reserves: G John Paxson, Ps
Scott Williams, Stacey King, C Will Dominique Wilkins, PF Kevin Willis, SG
Perdue. The retirement of his "Airness" Stacey Augmon, PG Mookie Blaylock, C
has made this team only a mortal team; Andrew Lang. Key Reserves: G Craig Ehio,
Chicago could have gone on to win many Fs Adam Keefe, Duane Ferrell, Doug
more consecutive NBA Championships if Edwards. The Hawks are still led by the
not for the acts of two idiots who stole the scoring of Wilkens and the strength of
life of Jordan's father and deprived us of Willis, but Blaylock, who was a steal last
the pleasures that we will surely miss. year, will be the most important player of
Kukoc will not have any time now to make the Hawks. Look for the Hawks to trade
a transition to the NBA, he will have to either Wilkens or Willis by the end of the
produce almost immediately. Mr. All- year to bring some freshness to stagnate
Europe Toni Kukoc will not be able to Atlanta. Coach Lenny Wilkens, who brings
replace Mr.Everything Michael Jordan and winning and class to the organization, will
should not even attempt to; it would be not tolerate a team that won't change to
silly and futile. Pippen, Grant, Armstrong, become better (that's why he left Cleveland,
and the rest of the Bulls will try to rise but one wonders why he came to an
up to the challenge to defend their three organization that stands stiller). Ehlo was
year resign as champs. Grant's game a nice addition for Atlanta and will give
suddenly becomes more involved on the them some firepower off the bench.
offensive end and his numbers will go up Augmon and Keefe will be given a oppor
dramatically. Pippen will have to assume tunity to contribute to the Hawks success.
the leadership role of this team while King Atlanta's management finally realized that
and Williams become more integral parts JonKoncak was not the answer at the
of this team. However they will not have center position with the signing of Lang
that go-to-guy when they really need a who makes the team better because
basket down the stretch, the Bulls will Koncak is not starting. The Hawks will
miss Jordan, but will remain competitive compete for a playoff spot but will probably
come up short.
and defend their crown admirablf.
8. Milwaukee Bucks. Starting lineup:
3. Cleveland Cavaliers. Starting
lineup: C Brad Daugherty,SF Larry Nance, SF Ken Norman, PF Anthony Avent, C Vin
PF Tyrone Hill, PG Mark Price, SG Gerald Baker, SG Todd Day, PG Eric Murdock.
Wilkins. Key Reserves: G Terrell Brandon, Key Reserves: G/F Blue Edwards, G Lee
Fs John Williams, Chris Mills. Hill, who Mayberry, C Frank Brickowski. Last year
has improved every season, will be a the Bucks got off to an incredible start last
surprise to the East powermen and allow year and then just died; this year, there
Nance to move to the small forward. Hill will be no great start. This team just
also allows Williams to come off the bench doesn't seem to have any cohesion and only
and supply the offensive spark that is Norman has proven anything (with the
needed. With Craig Ehlo gone, the Cavs Clippers, enough said). All of the starters
will have to play a better defensive game have the potential to be very good and
to compensate for his loss on offense. The possibly great players, but it is hard to
Cavs should have-traded either Price or believe that they all could this season and
^_3KHKiontor a another forward or shooting produce a winner. Of all of these players
' guard; having two quality point guards with potential, it seems that Day will be
while they have other problems is a luxury the first to realize his. Coach/GM Mik
the Cavs can not afford. If they had traded Dunleavy will not be able to duplicate his
one of them for a quality two-guard, they accomplishments with the Lakers any time
-jEPuld have had Wilkins come off the bench soon with the Bucks and may wonder why
wTiefe tie-is more productive. This could he ever took this job; (probably job
be the year that the Cavs lose the title of security).
underachievers.
THE WEST
4. Detroit Pistons. Starting lineup: SF
MIDWEST DIVISION
Sean Elliott, PF Terry Mills, SG Joe
1. Houston Rockets. Starting lineup:
Dumars, PG Isaiah Thomas, C Olden
Polynice. Key Reserves: Gs Alvin Robert C. Hakeem Diajuwon, PF otis Thorpe, SF
son, Lindsey Hunter, Allan Houston, C Bill Robert Horry, SG Vernon Maxwell, PG
Laimbeer. Receiving Elliott from the Spurs Kenny Smith. Key Reserves: G/F Mario
for Dennis Rodman was a steal in the long Elie, Gs Scott Brooks, Sam Cassell, Fs Carl
^ run if not in the short run also. Elliott, Herrera, Matt Bullard. The Rockets have
who with Jimmy Jackson, will compete perhaps the best frontline in the NBA with
with becoming the next Michael Jordan and Olajuwon, Thorpe, and Horry and could
make the Pistons a playoff team. The lead the Rockets to a birth in the NBA
twosome of Elliott and Mills gives the Championship. Olajuwon was cheated out
Pistons, perhaps, the best scoring forwards of the NBA MVP last year (by Barkley's
in the league. The youngsters (Houston popularity via commercials) and will play
and Hunter) will learn from two of the best like someone scorned (with fury) wants to
guards in the business and will have time prove everyone that they were wrong.
to make the transition to the NBA game. Thorpe was injured last year and is healthy
If either Houston or Hunter blossom early now, and Horry was one of the surprise
and/or the Pistons falter, look for Isaiah rookies last year and can only get better.
to be traded prior to the trade deadline. The frontline will leave the guards (Max
Robertson will compete for the 6th Man well and Smith) wide open to hit those
award where he will come off the bench three pointers that they love to shoot.
and fill in at both guard positions and small Maxwell, Smith and Bullard combined for
forward. Detoit has a lot of interchangeable over 300 three pointers last year and should
parts and are only weak at the center do the same this year. Elie providesleadership off the bench and Brooks is a quality
position with Polynice and Laimbeer.
5. Indieina Pacers. Starting lineup: SG backup point guard. Herrera has to provide
Reggie Miller, PG Pooh Richardson, SF some offense off the bench. This year
Detlef Schrempf, PF Dale Davis, C Rik Smith has to take control of the reins of
Smits. Key Reserves: G Vern Fleming, Fs this team because Houston loses offense
Malik Sealy, Scott Haskin. The big ques and height when he sits. Houston will need
tion is how long will Coach Larry Brown to come up with a better record than at
stay with the Pacers? It seems that with least two of the top three Pacific Division
his friends in ownership and management steams to get to the finals in the West
from his college days that he has finally because home court advantage is only
found his permanent home, but I doubt it given to division winners during the first
(give him three yeas). Indiana potentially round.
2. San Antonio Spurs. Starting lineup:
has an imposing starting lineup with the
strength and height up front (Schrempf, C David Robinson, PF Dennis Rodman, SF
Davis, and Smits) and the flash in the Willie Anderson, SG Dale Ellis, PG Sleepy
backcourt (Miller and Richardson), howev Floyd. Key Reserves: Gs Avery Johnson,
er their nonexistent bench (Fleming is the Lloyd Daniels, Fs Terry Cummings, J.R.
only contributor) makes them a non-playoff Reid, Antoine Carr. The acquisition of
team. Brown has to hope that his starters Rodman makes the Spurs the premier
can give him 40-^ minutes each night or rebounding team (if Rodman is over his
the Pacers are in trouble. Look for the problems), but they lose offense up front.
Pacers to get off to a quick start this season The trade for Rodman indicates that the
and falter after the All-star break due to Spurs think they have to win now (Rodman
the minutes that the starters logged. Sealy is 32), but they don't have enough talent
has to redeem himself for his carelessness to do so. Floyd starts because Johnson is
(leaving his playbook in the NY airport better suited to come off the bench as the
durng the playoffs) and his ineptude (lack latter part of last season proved. Anderson
(Continued from page 10)

and Cummings provide the offense from the bench while Hodge adds rebounding
the forward position, but will not replace and scoring. Coach Quinn Buckner will add
the totals of Sean Elliott. Robinson is the excitement and motivation to this young
ihost athletic center in the league and will team, but will keep his fingers crossed that
be asked to put the ball up more now that this is the year that Roy Tarpley gets
Elliott is gone and they have Rodman to reinstated. The Mavs will improve and at
get all the rebounds. Look for Mr. Robinson least double their win total of last year.
6. Minnesota Timberwolves. Start
to rule, not only his neighborhood, but
many other centers' and have a monster ing lineup: PF Christian Laettner, PF
year offensively which the Spurs need Chuck Person, PG Michael Williams, SG
without Elliott's offense. Daniels, Carr, Isaiah Rider, C Mike Brown. Key Reserves:
and Reld are solid bench players and will F/S Doug West, F Thurl Bailey, C Luc
make contributions. Coach John Lucas will Longley, G Chris Smith. Timber that was
again motivate this team to play over their the Wolves falling pass the lowly Mavs and
becoming the worst team in the league. The
heads.
3. Utah Jazz. Starting lineup: PF Karl starting five of the Wolves are solid, but
Malone, SF Tyrone Corbin, PG John don't gel well together. Laettner, who had
Stockton, SG Jeff Malone, C Mark Eaton. a good rookie year, needs to grow up and
Key Reserves: G Jay Humphries, Fs Tom realize he is not God's gift to humankind.
Chambers, David Benoit, Larry Krystko- Person needs to lighten up and give
wiak, C Luther Wright. There is no better Laettner is the central figure on the team
fast break combination than K. Malone and and its' success (or lack of, which is more
Stockton who have solidified their holds realistic). Williams needs to just play the
on being the premier players at their game and he will be a star. If Person and
positions. It's the rest of the team that has Laettner can not co-exist, then Minnesota
kept the Jazz from going to the next level has to trade Person. It is wise to start Rider
who may have cost those two players the and have West come off the bench because
opportunity to play for a NBA Champion they need to see if Rider is a star or not.
ship because they're getting older. J. The tradefor Brown was good, not so much
Malone was not effective enough down the because of Brown's defensive talent, but
stretch and seems to be on the decline. because Felton Spencer (who they traded)
Eaton is not effective in the middle any was an stiff. Bailey has to rebound from
more and might have worn out his welcome a subpar season and both Longley and
in Utah as the drafting of 7'2" Wright would Smith have to contribute. The Wolves will
indicate. Neither Corbin and Benoit are the definitely be the last expansion team to
answers at the small forward spot and will make the playoffs which could also include
probably split the position 50/50. Humph the Toronto franchise that doesn't begin
ries and Chambers add offensive off the play until the 1995 season.
PACIFIC DIVISION
bench, but Chambers is a liability on
1. Phoenix Suns. Starting lineup: SF
defense. If either K. Malone or Stockton
or both begin to show their age or frus Charles Barkley, PF A.C. Green, PG Kevin
tration, the Jazz could collapse and miss Johnson, SG Dan Majerle, C Oliver Miller.
the playoffs entirely. Coach Jerry Sloan is Key Reserves: Gs Danny Ainge, Negelle
a good candidate to be fired this year as Knight, Fs Cederic Ceballos, Richard
Dumas, C/F Malcom Mackey, C Mark
the Jazz look to slip again.
West. With Jordan's retirement it looks as
though Barkley will be the front runner
to the throne. Let's hope not or we'll lose
another stud (Barkley has alluded to that
if he won the whole thing) and Chuck
would be hard to replace as a role model.
With Green, Barkley doesn't have to worry
about getting rebound under the sun;
Green also brings the experience of an NBA
Champion to the Suns which will only help
them remain focused throughout the
season and the playoffs. Johnson has to
drop the ego and realize that he and Barkley
can co-exist if he wants to be on a NBA
Championship team. Majerle and Ainge
gives the Suns an assault of three pointers
and Miller gives them a shot-blocking
presence. Knight and West give the Suns
adequate replacements to their starters
4. Denver Nuggets. Starting lineup: while Caballos gives them offense off the
C Dikembe Mutombo, PF Brian Williams, bench. If» Dumas can come back off of
SF LaPhonso Ellis, PG Mahmoud Abdul- rehab, then the Suns have another gun off
Rauf (who?), SG Reggie Williams. Key the bench. Coach Paul Westhead did a
Reserves: G/F Bryant Stith, G Robert great job last year and looks to a do a better
Pack, F Rodney Rogers. The Nuggets have job this year with a championship.
2. Seattle Supersonics. Starting
one of the finest, young frontlines in the
game with the addition of Williams which lineup: PF Shawn Kemp, SF Derrick
allows Ellis to move to small forward. If McKey, C Sam Perkins, SG Kendall Gill,
Williams is not fully recovered or has a PG Gary Payton. Key Reserves: Gs Nate
relapse in his health, then Rogers will McMillan, Ricky Pierce, F Eddie Johnson,
crack the starting line-up and move Ellis C/F Erving Johnson, C/F Michael Cage.
back to the power forward. The question The Sonics have the deepest and most
this year is will Mutombo start out fast multi-changeable lineup of any NBA team
or slow (how he has come out his first two and have two stars in the making in Kemp
season, respectively) and will his play be and Gill. Hopefully, Gill will be appreciative
consistent? Abdul-Rauf (formerly Chris of being the second or third wheel on this
Jackson who converted to Islam) is a team (behind Kemp and Perkins). Perkins
scoring point guard while Williams is is perhaps the most multi-dimensional
looking to put two straight productive center as far as having an inside and
season together. Denver doesn't miss a outside game in the game; how many other
beat offensively with Stith and Pack centers can go out and hit three points as
coming off the bench. The Nuggets will consistently as Perkins? Seattle has
compete to be the highest scoring team in reliable substitutes for just about every
the league with all the gunners on this positions: McMillian (PG), Pierce (SG/SF),
Cage (PF or C), Erving Johnson (C or PF).
team.
5. Dallas Mavericks. Starting lineup: Coach George Karl will ask for everything
SG Jimmy Jackson, PG Derek Harper, SF his players can give him and then more.
Jamal Mashburn, PF Doug Smith, C Sean A definite NBA Championship contender.
3. Portland Trailblazers. Starting
Rooks. Key Reserves: Gs Fat Lever,
Lucious Harris, F Terry Davis, C Donald lineup: SG Clyde Drexler, PG Terry Porter,
Hodge. Jackson showed to the world that SF Harvey Grant, PF Cliff Robinson, C
he was worth every penny and the Mavs Chris Dudley. Key Reserves: G Rod Strick
management should not make the same land, F Buck Williams, G/FJerome Kersey,
mistake with Mashburn who also has a F Mark Byrant. With the addition of Grant
similar shoe contract. Jackson is the next and Dudley, Portland has improved immen
legitimate star and could be the next great sely. However it seems that the Blazers
shooting guard in this league; he has a have to win it the next year or two because
complete game (can score, rebound, and their stars (Drexler, Porter, Williams) are
dish). Rooks had a very solid year defen getting older. The world will realize that
sively at the center position, but will need there is another Grant in the game (Horace
to improve his offense. Harper is a quality is not the only talented brother) that can
point guard and will help both Jackson and help a team contend for a NBA Champion
Mashburn mature into NBA stars. If Davis ship. The Blazers are also one of those
can not make it back from his injuries, the teams that have a lot of interchangeable
thus-far disappointing Smith will take parts with Drexler (SG/SF), Porter (PG/
(Continued on page 12)
over. Lever adds offense and leadership off
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by George R. Tsakataras
Poise. Character. Confidence. These
words describe the 1993 Eagles in general,
Randall Cunningham in particular. Calvin
Williams said he'd never seen Randall
display the confidence and leadership he's
shown so far this year. The whole offensive
team felt Cunningham's poise in the
huddle during the final drive in the
Redskins game a few weeks ago. They
knew Randall would lead them to victory
by making the right decisions, the right
reads, by methodically working downfield
and not trying to get it all back in one
throw. Randall's play was on a different
level this year.
The play of the entire offense has been
as well. For the first time since the early
1980's the offensive line could be charac
terized as quality. The addition of Broderick Thompson at one tackle coupled with
the improved play of Antone Davis at the
other seems to have solidified this unit.
The runninggame behind the line has been
a strength as well. Rookie free agent
Vaughn Hebron has provided breakaway
speed. Heath Sherman's low slashing style
of running has been effective between the
tackles. Hershell Walker has carried the
ball less this year but has been productive
both as a runner and as a pass catcher
out of the backfield. James Joseph has come
up with clutch third down receptions.
When the running game hasn't worked,
the passing game has picked up the slack
even without a big game from number one
receiver Fred Barnett. Against the Reds
kins, the first game the Eagles could not

(Continued from page 11)

SG), Grant (SF/PF), and Robinson (PF/C).
It might be wise to start Williams and have
Robinson come off the bench because
Robinson has been so effective off the
bench winning the 6th Man of the Year
the last two years. The tri-backcourt of
Porter, Drexler, and Strickland is the best
in the league and the nucleus of the Blazers
know what it takes to win (playing for the
NBA Championship two times in the last
four years). Dudley adds both rebounding
and shot-blocking, but the NBA may stilly
pursue legal action because of the Blazers'
possible circumvention of the salary cap
by signing Dudley. If the Blazers don't
return to the NBA Finals, Coach Rick
Adelman may be on his way out because
of his inability to win the big one.
4. Golden State Warriors. Starting
lineup: SF Chris MulHn, PF Chris Webber,
PG Tim Hardaway, SF Latrell Sprewell,
C Victor Alexander. Key Reserves: F/Gs
Billy Owens, Fs Byron Houston, G Chris
Gatling, G Keith Jennings. This would
have been my pick to become the Western
Conference Champion and possibly the
NBA Champion if not for the season ending
injury to Sarunas Marciulionis. The only
good thing to come out of this is that half
of Marciulionis' salary can be used to sign
Webber and possibly a decent center.
However the Warriors will be a much
improved team from the one of last year
when they were besieged by injuries.
Coach/GM Don Nelson has to hope that
this (Marciulionis' injury) is not a sign of
another injury-filled season. Mullin seems
to be over his injuries of last season and
will lead the league in scoring. Hardaway
will become the premier point guard in the
league and lead the league in assists.
Sprewell was the co-surprise rookie of the
year (with Horry of Houston) last year and
should only improve in this high octane
offense. Webber will give the Warriors a
respectable power game as far as rebound
ing, shot blocking and scoring; it may be
Webber who is the heir to the throne.
Owens will be the 6th man off the bench
adding scoring, rebounding, and assists
and could become the 6th Man of the Year
if he rebounds from his knee injuries.
Jennings is a decent backup point guard
while Houston has to step it up and prove
he's a NBA player. If Golden State is unable
to sign an adequate big man, then Alex
ander and/or Gatling will have to play
center or share the position. If not, then
Webber, reluctantly, will have to take over
the center position.
5. Sacramento Kings. Starting lineup:
SG Mitch Richmond, PG Bobby Hurley, PF
Lionel Simmons, SF Walt Williams, C
Duane Causwell. Key Reserves: F Wayman
Tisdale, Gs Spudd Webb, Randy Brown.
This is the year that the Kings finally
break through and make the playoffs for
the first time in a long time. The Kings
have a very good starting five and will start
both Simmons and Williams because

Gut Check Time for the Eagles

deceptive speed for running by a safety or
cornerback. Expect to see Victor Bailey to
catch more balls as the new number two
receiver. Cunningham has been .vocal of
the team's confidence in Bailey and his big
play ability was witnessed against the
Packers. Still, the Eagles need to sign a
veteran wide receiver, maybe Roy Green.
These changes would expand the roles
of Vaughn Hebron and fan favorite James
Joseph. Now is their time to step forward.
All indications seem positive, both have
played well so far. They must continue
their quality play in expanded roles.
The Eagle offense hinges on the deep
ball. The deep passing game forces teams
to play off Eagles receivers which opeijs
up the short passes underneath. Deep
passes open up the running game as well
because teams cannot stack the line of
scrimmage. The run-pass relationship is
reciprocal: the running game this year has
opened up the passing game as much as
the passing game has opened up the
running game. (One needs look no further
than division rival Dallas to see how
delicate the balance is. Without Emmit
Smith their offense faltered because teams
were double teaming both wideouts. With
Emmit, the Cowboys' opponents are going
to as many as eight man fronts. Predictably,
this opened up the passing game. Michael
Irvin had over one hundred yards receiving
at halftime of Emmit's first start against
the Packers.) For the Eagles to continue
to experience success on offense this year
they must be able to throw the ball long.

run the ball well, Calvin Williams stepped
up and caught three touchdowns. Mark
Bavaro is playing as well as he played in
past All-Pro seasons. Second round draft
pick Victor Bailey has played very well as
a third receiver, catching a clutch touch
down against the Packers and giving the
Eagles a new threat. As mentioned, the
backs contributed with receptions also.
The preseason prognosticators all agreed
the 1993 Eagles would go as far as their
offense would carry them. Through the
beginning of the season, this has been the
case with the offense (and an All-Pro, big
play cornerback) carrying the Eagles to a
4-0 record.
Flashback. Sunday morning 12:30ish a
few weeks ago. Chris Berman on ESPN's
Gameday reported all 53 members of the
Eagles' roster practiced in the week
preceding the Eagles-Jets game that day.
Berman went on to comment how truly
rare that is in the violent game of pro
football and praised the Eagles for their
relatively healthy status. Jinx. Someone
should have knocked on some serious
wood.
During the course of the game, the
Eagles lost Cunningham for 8-10 weeks,
Barnett and return man/receiver Jeff
Sydner for the season. Later in the week,
defensive lineman Tim Harris underwent
elbow surgery and will be out 6 weeks.
Where does this leave a team that seemed
destined, finally, for greatness? I believe
it still leaves them as a legitimate wild card
team. The offense may no longer be able
to carry the defense week in and week out.

For the running game to continue its
success, the Eagles must be able to throw
the ball. Enter Bubby Brister.
Brister has NFL experience as the former
Pittsburgh Steeler starter. His two
strengths suit the Eagles superbly. First,
he operates the short passing game well
— he was 11 for 16 in relief of Cunningham
against the Jets. This is a must for anyone
operating the Eagles' offense that features
passes to the tight ends, running backs,
and receivers under the coverage. Secondly,
and most importantly, Bubby Brister has
the leadership to maintain the team's
confidence. While he has never been the
most strong armed quarterback or the best
decision maker in the pocket, Bubby
Brister has never had his heart questioned.
This year's Eagle team has demonstrated
how important this is in three comebacks
from double digit deficits capped by coming
back after being down by twenty one
against the Jets. In short, I believe Bubby
can be congruent with the Eagles's offense
and has the ability to maintain the team's
confidence and poise.
Who will he throw to now that the Eagles
will be without Barnett and Sydner?
Expect to see more of Hershell Walker at
wideout. Remember the fifty yarder he
caught lined up at wide receiver on a
straight fly pattern against the Redskins
in the dramatic fourth quarter. Remember,
also. Walker was a college sprinter and still
has good exceleration after four or five
steps. Not exactly what one desires from
a running back (who should need a shorter
number of steps to hit full speed), but ideal

Coach Gary St. Jean comes from the Don
Nelson School of Basketball (playing your
best players no matter the position). Both
along with Richmond will carry the offense
by scoring, scoring, and scoring. The Kings
should put up some incredible offensive
numbers with that starting five and
compete to become the highest scoring
team, but will have trouble rebounding the
ball with Tisdale on the bench. Causwell,
who mans the middle effectively on the
defensive side, will be asked to shoulder
the, rebounding yoid. Hurley will compete^^
for the Rookie of the Year anTTuh mis
offense; if Hurley for some reason can't do
it, then Webb will again be the starter. If
not, then Webb comes off the bench and
the Kings lose nothing at the point while
Brown supplies the offense needed off the
bench.
6. Los Angeles Lakers. Starting
lineup: C Vlade Divac, PF Elden Campbell,
SF James Worthy, SG Anthony Peeler, PG
Doug Christie. Key Reserves: Gs Sedale
Threatt, Nick Van Exel, F George Lynch,
C Sam Bowie. Coach Randy Pfund will
become the coach most-likely-to-be-fired
before the season is through. Pfund will
be forced to play his younger players
• (Peeler, Christie, Lynch, and Van Exel), but
would be better served (as far as wins and
job security are concerned) by playing his
veterans, most notably Threatt because
the kids will take their lumps. Campbell
will be the star of this team with his
rebounding, shot blocking, and scoring
talents. Divac and Bowie are contrasts of
each other; Divac scores and Bowie plays
defense. Peeler, if he can remain out of
trouble with the law, can be a star and
the savior for th Lakers. Lynch will be a
solid defender and rebounder in the NBA
and possibly a scorer as well because he
was probably held back by Dean Smith in
college. Worthy with his game steadily on
the decline will eventually be relegated to
the bench and compelled to retire after this
season.
7. Los Angeles Clippers. Starting
lineup: SF Danny Manning, PF Loy
Vaught, SG Ron Harper, PG Markjohnson,
C Stanley Roberts. Key Reserves: F John
Williams, Gs Terry Dehere, Randy Woods.
Jackson was brought back from the dead
last year and was one of the most improved
players, but has to continue to perform
well. This is the finale of Manning's career
for the Clips, but maybe not in L.A. He
will be the most-sought-after free-agent
after this season and it would be wise for
the Clips to trade him so that they are not
left with nothing. Harper's game is on the
decline while Vaught's game will be on the
rise. Roberts has the potential to be one
of the first trier centers; joining the likes
of Ewing, Olajuwon, Robinson, O'Neal,
Mourning, and Daugherty. Woods has to
prove that he is more of a player than just
someone who has an agent who can pull
the wool over the Clipper's front office. If
not, then the Clips have to acknowledge

that they were dubbed and cut Woods and EAST
their losses. Williams has to lose weight 1. New York
and Dehere has to contribute immediately 2. Charlotte
for this team to be competitive.
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